Comparison of 3 Models for Assessing Insulin Dosing Error when a Blood Glucose Monitoring System is used in Various Patient Populations
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Objectives: This 5 hospital multi-center study conducted under stringent IRB protocols and approval was conducted to assess the risk of using a whole blood glucose monitoring system in various patient populations in acute and critical hospitals and to determine if the BGMS was acceptable for use in these patients. 158 patient conditions were represented in this multi-centered study in whom 25 parent drug classes were administered (representing >7,000 different formulations). This data and the BGMS glucose test results from arterial and venous whole blood specimens were compared to IDMS aligned plasma (arterial and venous samples) hexokinase lab reference method. The models presented include Parkes Error Grid¹, Karon et al Model², and a Sensitivity & Specificity Analysis glucose results in the range <10 to >559 mg/dL. BGMS guidelines published last year address analytical performance but do not address clinical performance and patient safety³⁴. Our goal was to assess the total analytical error of the BGMS when compared to the lab reference method and stratify insulin dosing risk when using a BGMS.

Methods: Arterial and venous whole blood specimens were analyzed in duplicate for glucose on the StatStrip (Nova Biomedical, Waltham, MA) were compared plasma glucose results measured within 15 minutes (derived from the whole blood specimens) on a central lab reference lab analyzer (2 Isala hospitals, Johns Hopkins, and St. Pierre plasma hexokinase IDMS aligned on Cobas, Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreutz, Switzerland and at UC Davis Medical Center, glucose oxidase on the Synchron LX20, Beckman Instruments, Brea, CA). The glucose results were then compared using the 3 models describe above. There were a total of 1815 paired patient glucose results from 1695 patients.

Results: The summary data from each the 3 risk assessment tools will be presented. Data from each model is slightly different but represent acceptable methods for assessing insulin dosing errors based on the accuracy and imprecision of the BGMS. This study did not assess the risk of the reference nor was the total error of the reference methods determined. 99.3% of the data met the Parkes error criteria for accuracy and imprecision. Based on the Karon et al model 99% of the data were in the 10-15% Total Error lower risk insulin categories 1 and 2. <1% of the results were in higher risk insulin dosing Category 3. Sensitivity and Specificity as a rough estimate of total analytical error across the glycemic control range were in 95-99% range respectively.

Conclusion: BGMS performance (total error) in specific acutely ill patient populations can be assessed based on these models. Insulin dosing error risk assessment and stratification with a BGMS is possible and the use of these models demonstrates that StatStrip is an acceptable BGMS for use in these settings.
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